Introduction

Few contemporary challenges command our attention as compellingly as the need to improve the ways that the nation understands, discusses, and makes choices about criminal justice. The criminal justice system reflects, and is driven by, often unstated assumptions about who commits crimes, who poses a danger, and who deserves fair treatment. These assumptions, in turn, animate choices about the allocation of resources, the deployment of law enforcement personnel, and the evaluation and implementation of policies. Perhaps most unsettling is that vigilant scrutiny of these policies and practices reveals an utterly common if nonetheless flawed pattern: top-down decision making in which the most powerful - the wealthy, the privileged, and the politically well-connected - define justice priorities and initiatives to the exclusion of the vast majority in our society.

Lawmakers offer perhaps the most visible manifestation of this problem. Confronted with episodic increases in crime and violence, federal, state, and local officials succumb to the magnetic pull of familiar strategies. They wage battles against crime, fight wars on drugs, or mount "quality-of-life" campaigns in others' neighborhoods - low-income communities and communities of color - all the while presupposing the virtues of their own proposals. These legislators and political leaders routinely make sweeping claims about the latest campaign to reduce crime without having tested their operative assumptions, much less having invited informed and open debate. And the very communities in whose name and on whose streets these battles are fiercely fought rarely are permitted to play a role in evaluating such strategies.
or in determining whether they should be implemented at all. What results is a politically constructed vision of “justice for all” imposed by the few.

Still, politicians do not bear the entire blame. Other key players in the criminal justice system have been complicit. All too frequently, criminal justice actors have ignored the poor, the disenfranchised, the political outsiders—the precise individuals and communities whom these actors claim to serve. These appointed and elected public representatives have formulated plans and policies that they deem appropriate in the absence of any meaningful exchanges about whether they have adequately perceived, understood, or framed the problem to be addressed. But once-complacent communities have awakened of late. More particularly, they have begun to balk at their virtual exclusion from criminal justice decision-making that directly affects them. These citizens have chosen on their own to explore avenues to insert and amplify their voices in decisions about justice. n1 No matter what form this community activism has assumed—police oversight boards, neighborhood watch programs, court observation teams—the initial efforts of these individuals and communities to monitor the behavior of criminal justice actors and institutions have only deepened their resolve to become more actively engaged.

And they expect to have their voices heard. Largely in response to this vocal and dissatisfied public, many criminal justice institutions have begun experimenting. With varying levels of commitment and success, these institutions have adopted a wide range of strategies and practices designed to increase their responsiveness to community needs. Law enforcement offices have shifted from a singular reliance on reactive policing strategies to activities that add and incorporate community policing components. n2 Courts have targeted recurring criminal justice issues through problem-solving courts. n3 Corrections and parole authorities, in conjunction with community partners, have launched re-entry programs for offenders to ease their transition back into society. n4 And prosecutors have begun experimenting with community prosecution models to align their offices’ policies and priorities with community concerns and interests. n5 But notably, public defenders and other indigent defense service providers as a whole lag behind other criminal justice players in embracing a community orientation. n6

What accounts for defenders’ delay? Few indigent defense service providers have taken the time to consider squarely just how well-grounded they are—or should be—in the communities whose residents they serve. Fewer still have recognized the importance of becoming better-informed about, and more involved in, community worries and aims. But paying attention to communities and their concerns could add an important dimension to the defender’s role that is currently missing. Certainly, defenders have long recognized that in defining justice, too few voices are invited to the table. n7 Reforming our system of justice and making it more accessible to historically excluded voices would seem a goal that defenders would readily embrace. A community orientation could ultimately enable defenders to perceive common needs among clients and residents of communities as defenders examine the system as a whole. In the end, being alert to patterns of injustice may push defenders to perform more effectively on behalf of all of their clients—current and prospective. n8

But even at the theoretical level, constructing a model of collaboration between defenders and communities is complicated at best. n9 Determining the nature of the interaction between defenders and residents of communities, particularly when the interests of individual clients may stand at odds with those of the community, is far from easy. And on a more fundamental level, as more voices enter the conversation about crime and the strategies to combat it, the process by which we administer justice could actually change. Currently, individual defenders can focus exclusively on the interests of a single client; the client’s objectives and concerns guide the defender’s strategic choices. n10 This well-defended, but perhaps not fully appreciated luxury of singular attention has historically reduced some of the complexity inherent in the defender’s role.

If a defender office introduces a model of practice that invites community input and collaboration, that choice could subject even the individual defender’s choices to scrutiny: community residents, for example, could perceive not just an opportunity but a right to express a view about defenders’ policy choices. This, in turn, could force defenders at least to acknowledge, if not address, concerns that extend beyond those of the individual client. n11 This is not meant to suggest that defenders never consider issues external to the relationship with their client. Ethical considerations can impose competing duties on the lawyer, but this is typically confined to the exceptional circumstance. n12 Changing the nature of a defender office’s relationship with its community could alter the frequency with which defenders consider viewpoints that fall outside of the lawyer-client relationship. In the end, envisioning and exploring the dimensions of collaboration would likely present a considerable challenge.

And it is that precise challenge that a growing number of defender offices have chosen to embrace. n13 They perceive mutual advantage in moving beyond reactive roles and forging partnerships that are at once community-oriented and
problem-solving. Initially, the impulse to work more closely with the communities from which the defender offices' clients come seemed confined to smaller offices that chose explicitly to organize around and serve the neighborhoods in which they were located. n14 Defenders launched these offices as a tacit rejection of the conventional vision of the defender, which, at least in practice, seemed to embrace a role isolated from subordinated communities. But the choice to work in collaboration with communities has become somewhat less idiosyncratic. Of particular interest is that a number of traditional offices have begun to embrace [*158] more of a community orientation. n15 Perhaps the choice to reach beyond the defender office's walls can be traced to the power of necessity: operating without allies in the highly politicized environment of criminal justice is tricky at best. n16 Or, perhaps the choice to engage community problems flows from a willingness to assume less reactive forms of action. n17 Whatever the reason, defender offices of all sizes and in a wide variety of jurisdictions are choosing to embark on barely-charted paths, entering into partnerships with neighborhood groups and developing justice initiatives that aim to advance the twin goals of fairness and safety.

In light of this apparent trend, the multiple and elusive dimensions of community-oriented defense bear examining. In this article, I explore whether community defense offers public defenders a viable vision of practice despite its sometimes daunting dynamics. Part I examines the challenges internal and external to the defender office in adopting more community-oriented strategies for indigent defense practice. Part II takes an empirical look at one traditional defender office's experience with adopting a community-based project aimed at addressing racial disparities in the criminal justice system. Part III examines the institutional, organizational, and office design questions that are necessarily implicated in choosing to carve out a community-oriented role for defenders.

I. The Appeal and Challenge of Community-Oriented Public Defense

A. Resisting the Lure of the Status Quo

Burgeoning support among defenders for a community-oriented vision of public defender offices and practice may signal the beginning of a sea change in public defense. n18 Many defender offices have begun to wonder whether they [*159] can single-mindedly insist on an exclusive reliance on individuated methods of practice. That defenders are asking this question is noteworthy in itself. The individualized vision of practice has been such a dominant feature of indigent defense that public defenders often report difficulty thinking about how the office or individual defenders might go about their daily work differently. n19 But against the tremendous power of tradition that, at a minimum, spans the last four decades, n20 a growing number of defender offices have begun questioning - and resisting the pull of - certain conventions of practice.

What explains this new impulse to experiment with a wider range of practice strategies? One possible explanation may be that this sort of experimentation is not at all new. Perhaps scholars, observers, and defenders themselves have overestimated the influence of the individualized vision of practice. Even as defenders have fought to advance the diverse range of goals of an equally diverse range of clients, there have been instances of collective action on behalf of those clients that suggest that another vision of practice may actually coexist with individuated strategies. n21 Typically, these collective endeavors have assumed one of two forms. First, defenders in otherwise traditional offices have chosen strategically to collaborate with each other when addressing recurring issues of concern to their clients. When legal issues have threatened to have a similar impact on a large number of clients, defenders have developed and advanced consistent arguments to be made in all cases to reinforce the strength and merits of their position in the individual case. n22 But the individual client has remained paramount, and broader issues have been relegated to an important but nonetheless secondary goal.

[*160] The second form of collective activity has occurred when a defender office conceives of itself as an institutional actor in the political realm. This institutional role means that the office recognizes that, as a criminal justice actor among other players in the system, it has a unique voice and viewpoint. Typically, this voice finds expression in legislative advocacy when defenders perceive the need to mount resistance to lawmaking that grows out of a particular brand of anti-crime sentiment. n23 But the institutional role has also led some offices to promote a broader political vision involving community activism. That overriding conception of practice then guides decisions about the method of representation within the office n24 as well as the sorts of policies defenders will pursue outside of the courtroom. n25 Until recently, this broader community vision of public defense has tended to exist principally in small, neighborhood-based defender offices.

Defender experimentation with approaches outside of the conventional individualized practice strategies also seems to flow directly from experience with the current environment. Defenders have encountered the stark reality that the courtroom strategies which once successfully advanced their clients’ goals have become much less effective. The climate
has changed. The legal landscape has become less alert to - and more tolerant of - abuses that occur in police–citizen interactions, provided the government can point to evidence of "good faith." n26 The political environment encourages politicians to endorse tougher criminal justice policy initiatives regardless of party affiliation. n27 The [*161] social setting in which the average citizen's fear mounts with every broadcast of the local or national news has encouraged jurors to lean towards conviction as a means of striking a blow against crime. The lesson seems clear: hard fought battles that previously ended in suppression of evidence, acquittals, or leniency in sentencing now yield favorable results for defendants' clients much less frequently. Thus, a singular reliance on the individualized vision may prove less capable of accomplishing the goal of providing meaningful defense to their clients.

Still, this realization does not inexorably lead defenders to choose to collaborate with low-income communities as a way of building greater political leverage for their clients or their communities. As a logistical matter, collaboration can be daunting. Communities themselves may not welcome defenders as partners in any effort to address broader political issues. Only in rare instances will a community even consider its local public defender as a resource when tackling problems of community justice. Instead, community members will likely view the defender in the more narrow role of courtroom advocate and actually may not perceive defenders as allies even in that context. n28 Communities that take an interest in addressing their local crime problems often become motivated in response to actions taken - or not taken - by their local police or prosecutors. Yet, even these activist residents tend to overlook public defenders as potential partners. Politically astute groups may correctly perceive that in some instances defenders may pose a political liability. But given the organizational mission of indigent defense service providers, defenders themselves have begun to realize that they bring strengths as partners to communities committed to the creation of more equitable criminal justice policies and strategies. And, in turn, those communities may share certain concerns about the underlying causes of crime that could form the basis of key partnerships.

Ultimately, one may never fully understand the full host of reasons that might prompt a defender office to incorporate community-oriented strategies. But these tentative moves toward involvement with communities suggest that defender offices are making a fundamental choice about the nature of their practice. Defenders would be among the first to assert that their role in the system offers them a unique vantage point. For much of their history, defenders have used that perspective as a point both of departure from the larger community and of commonality with each other and their clients. n29 But many [*162] defenders are now beginning to explore whether their position in the system can serve as a bridge between their clients and communities in articulating precisely what the justice system should stand for and should seek to safeguard. Defenders are not choosing to abandon individualized representation as their principal focus, but as their exclusive focus. In appreciating this choice, it seems instructive to examine the strengths and limitations of the conventional vision from which they are choosing, in some ways, to depart.

1. The Individualized Vision of Practice

One of the most distinguishing features of the American criminal justice system is that it guarantees a right to counsel. n30 Precisely how that right should be conceived and implemented – particularly as it affects the indigent accused – remains a key question. n31 More often than not, defense lawyers interpret their role in individualized terms: the objectives and concerns of the individual accused govern lawyers' strategic choices. The lawyer's fiduciary obligation expects - indeed demands - undiluted loyalty to the individual client. n32 Thus, lawyers will tailor their arguments to advance their clients' goals without regard to any broader concern or constituency.

For all the variety that characterizes public defense, this individualized vision lies at the core of public defenders' thinking and action in the United States. n33 Individual lawyers within defender offices typically conceive of themselves as independent actors operating on behalf of their individual clients. To the extent that the office plays any role at all, it serves, at best, as a loose consortium that houses these independent actors. This concept is so prevalent that individual defenders often cannot imagine how they might define their problem-solving task differently; how they might work with other institutions, groups, and individuals; and how they might formulate different sorts of strategies and [*163] tactics (in and out of court). Zealous representation has simply come to mean the advancement of the individual client's interests.

History may offer a partial explanation as to why this vision of lawyering has come into being. In the 1960s, the Warren Court seized on the plight of the individual facing charges in the criminal justice system. The Court attempted at once to respond to and to rein in the brutality that had become commonplace in police interactions with individuals charged of crimes. The Court's painstaking identification and interpretation of individual rights throughout the criminal justice system n34 reflected at least three explicit goals: to set guidelines for police and other government actors in
enforcing the law, to fashion a remedy that would motivate enforcement officials to comply with the Court's directives, n35 and to educate judges about the importance of remaining alert to constitutional violations. But an unspoken goal - or perhaps an unexpected impact - involved defense lawyers. By concentrating on the series of rights that attached and potential violations that could occur throughout the criminal justice process, the Court sketched a blueprint of sorts for defense lawyers to follow in providing assistance to the criminally accused. These important rulings seemed to set an expectation that a new, more invigorated role for the defense would become the norm.

Implementing that norm would prove challenging. Local and state governments scrambled to provide counsel as mandated by Gideon v. Wainwright n36 and its progeny. n37 Public defender offices proliferated during this period, patterning their practices after the Warren Court's vision. n38 Public defenders conceived of their roles in a decidedly adversarial fashion: they pitted themselves against the state to safeguard and champion the rights of individuals charged with crime. Uncovering and raising claims of constitutional violations by the government became the defender's principal task. To perform this duty effectively, a number of offices exerted control over their workloads. Setting caseload limits better enabled individual lawyers to concentrate on the particularized facts and circumstances of individual cases. It was no longer sufficient for a defender to focus on guilt or innocence. The defense lawyer's obligation [*164] involved zealously providing a voice to a client who might otherwise suffer at the hands of the government in the prosecution's rush to convict.

Forty years after the Warren Court's pivotal rulings, the defender's individualized role remains central. n39 A particular set of contingent circumstances may help to explain the role's vitality. Given the public's current acceptance of - or perhaps thirst for - some measure of harsh treatment for offenders within the criminal justice system, a defender must maintain a fierce commitment to her client. That commitment cannot be overstated. n40 Catastrophically harsh sentencing schemes - cloaked in catchy rhetoric like "Three Strikes and You're Out" n41 - routinely catapult the clients whom defenders represent into fights for their lives. Once reserved for a limited number of clients who faced charges of first-degree murder, the overwhelming majority of clients in defender offices now face the prospect of mandatory prison terms. n42 Such cases increase investigation and preparation time, particularly if the case will proceed to trial. Indeed, since prosecutors will often only agree to settle a case if the accused accepts a mandatory sentence, defenders find themselves advising against guilty pleas and counseling their clients to take a risk at trial instead. n43 The picture that emerges is one in which the policies of the larger system steer defenders toward an even more aggressive and singular adherence to individualized representation.

This picture has other unexpected dimensions. The practice of defender offices has now been complicated by law enforcement efforts to target "quality-of-life" n44 offenses. Although the justice system categorically defines such cases as misdemeanors, these supposedly less serious cases routinely demand as much effort from the defender as more serious felony counts. Quality-of-life [*165] campaigns have swept large numbers of individuals with mental health and substance abuse problems into the criminal justice system. n45 Representing these individuals fairly and effectively often means stabilizing them sufficiently to enable them to make judgments about their cases. Defenders frequently need to locate and put in place treatment regimens for a client during the pre-trial period to provide her with the necessary support to make basic decisions about her case. In a system that all too often has failed to address the individual's problems in the first place, n46 arranging such treatment is no small undertaking. Still, regardless of whether the defender office principally tackles felony cases, misdemeanors, or some combination of these categories, the complexity of these cases demands a studied focus on the individual. n47

Despite the significance of this role, some jurisdictions fail to live up to the expectations and promise of the Warren Court's vision. Many jurisdictions today do not even have public defender offices. n48 Just as troubling, these jurisdictions often fail to have a systematic appointment process for lawyers to defend the indigent accused. Instead, they rely on ad hoc appointments that aggravate ineffective lawyering. n49 When we examine those jurisdictions that actually have public defender offices, the norm is that they are underfunded, overloaded, and incapable of providing anything that approaches what either the Warren Court envisioned, or more importantly, what a client commonly expects from her lawyer. n50 These deficiencies remain real and far too common.

Still, notwithstanding the considerable challenges, some defender offices have gained stellar reputations for the quality of service that they deliver to the indigent accused. n51 These offices' practices tend to be premised on an individualized [*166] vision. The heightened level of indigent defense practice that these offices exemplify flows directly from their choice to inculcate, as a value, the commitment to learning the circumstances of a client's life which might have contributed to her involvement in the criminal justice system. n52 Discovering as much as possible, with the client's help...
and consent, about her background better enables the defender to bring the client's experiences to life in a context that would otherwise silence the client's voice. n53 These offices do not neglect the responsibility to investigate and marshal facts in the client's defense, but they also choose to gather more substantive information about their client to facilitate access to more comprehensive services that address her broader needs.

Treating a client as an individual rather than a personification of her charge drives this form of representation. Holistic advocacy or "whole-client" representation recognizes that working effectively with the client in advancing her goals and preventing future involvement with the criminal justice system requires assistance and counseling that extends beyond fact-specific courtroom advocacy. n54 The lawyer's focus in representation widens to include the client's condition at the time of her engagement with the criminal justice system in addition to the legal parameters of the case. n55

This expanded view of representation does not require the lawyer to become all things to each client. Some of the client's needs may reach well beyond the defender's area of expertise. But this form of advocacy does push defenders to collaborate with other professionals to address each client's needs comprehensively. For example, lawyers might collaborate with social workers, job counselors, or mental health professionals in attempting to understand and address the larger problems that their clients face. Resolution of these problems often has instrumental advantages: stabilizing the individual's most pressing problems can provide a client with the necessary space and calm to make reasoned decisions about her current legal case. As importantly, tackling the issues that may have contributed to the individual's criminal involvement might help her remain out of trouble and reintegrate successfully into her family and community.

The traditional focus on the client's current legal predicament has not now become either unnecessary or useless. But this venerable approach may no longer, by itself, produce sufficiently favorable results to support or enhance the [*167] interests of the indigent accused. Ardent defenders of this inherited tradition may concede that a singular concentration on an individual criminal case may have little impact—or possibly even a negative effect—on the larger legal, political, and social environment in which clients maneuver. But they will likely accept these shortcomings as tolerable limitations on an otherwise important model. Those who have begun to question the choice to rely on this vision of practice to the exclusion of all other strategies counter that defenders may need to add broader weapons to their arsenal to provide more comprehensive service to their clients in today's environment. Before choosing to engage other strategies, though, defenders will need to examine whether they are willing to push beyond the comfort zone of tradition to play a role outside of the courtroom.

2. Defenders' Invisibility

For better or worse, defenders often perceive themselves as outsiders in the justice system. The individuals who dedicate themselves to public defender practice often choose this path in part because of a certain degree of irreverence and discomfort with authority. n56 They treasure being able to win a hard fought battle against all odds, relying not on outside help, but instead on their own ingenuity. n57 Of course, seeing themselves as underdogs in an uneven battle does not inexorably lead defenders to shun allies. But more often than not, it defines and delineates a mode of practice that prides itself on independence and finds less value in working with others. n58

Political realities have contributed to this isolation. Defender offices have all too frequently found themselves under siege from external sources. In the past two decades, defenders have struggled to survive various budget crises that occurred in large part due to the ease with which defenders could be made the scapegoat for crime. Somewhat counter-intuitively, defenders and their offices have encountered strong criticism for their contribution to the crime problem: the very representation of individuals charged with crimes has been pitched as the crux of the problem. Defenders have often found themselves locked in a battle for their very existence with few allies outside of the defender community. They have not been able to depend on support from the public when funding authorities have routinely pit defenders and their clients against the "deserving" poor for a limited fiscal pie. n59 Such confrontations have tended to position [*168] defenders on the losing end of the public relations and political battle. n60 Thus, the defense of the accused that the United States Supreme Court and the general public n61 had once championed as a symbol of liberty has with increasing frequency been held up for public scorn as an example of what is wrong with the system: it coddles criminals.

Defenders have attempted to rise above such accusations. Rather than openly fighting back in their own defense, defenders have opted to continue representing clients zealously within the limitations imposed by this environment. And in so doing, they have embraced a degree of invisibility. n62 Silence in the face of attack can at times be prudent, particularly if open confrontation will result in greater losses. But the impact of this choice has been that defenders have ceded control of the battleground and policy debate to those whose interests tend to diverge significantly from defenders
and their clients.

What then has motivated defenders to position themselves below the political radar screen? Their choice has roots that predate the retributive push in the 1980s and 1990s. Public scrutiny of the defense function has always seemed fraught with peril. Most defenders have perceived that their message of defense for all - including the guilty - would only have a limited appeal: "It might sell to left-leaning folks, but could not possibly appeal to a broader audience" became an all-too-common claim. Defenders set out to exemplify by their actions, if not their public words, the promise of the Sixth Amendment. They stood by the accused in her battle against the state, protecting her from abuse at the hands of state officials and unjust punishment. But putting tidy constitutional justifications aside, the public too often perceived defenders as unleashing back onto the streets the very individuals whom the public considered dangerous. Since defenders could never imagine standing before the public and conceding either the dangerousness of their clients or the need to remove them from civilized society, defenders understandably expected that the public would likely reject defenders' claims and actions as, at best, the naive behavior of bleeding-heart liberals, or worse, the amoral conduct of professionals who should know better.

So, defender offices more often than not have made a conscious decision to use obscurity as a shield. Lack of visibility in the press and in communities seemed a reasonable response to the anticipated backlash against defenders' work. For example, one defender justified this choice in this way:

We feel that the more obscurity we have the more likely it is that we will be permitted to do what we think we ought to do. Basically, I think the public and the Board of Supervisors do not look on us with favor because, to be oversimplified about it, I think they have a kind of gut reaction that we are employed to raise impediments in the way of the conviction of bad people... So we have always felt that we will stay out of the press. We have never called, to my knowledge, in all my years in the office, a press conference.

Defenders did not trumpet their successes. The more they focused on winning, the more vulnerable they seemed. Boasting about an acquittal seemed impolitic given that the public often clamored for convictions of individuals who had already been condemned in the media. Defenders feared that if the general public perceived them as winning trials too frequently, the public would hold defenders accountable, rather than perceiving that the prosecutor bore responsibility for an improper prosecution.

The choice to stay out of the limelight in individual cases then had a spillover effect on broader policy matters. Defender offices rarely staffed public relations positions or employed a spokesperson to explain the importance of their work to the general public or to articulate policy stands. This choice can be traced to two possible sources. The first, as mentioned, may be that defenders suspected that the public would not be receptive to their position, and so they chose not to engage the debate unless forced to react to a position taken by their institutional adversaries. The second source of this refusal to engage in debate seems to be some defenders' view that media work and public relations efforts were at best peripheral to the real work that demanded their resources, energy and time. Defenders had embraced a piecework approach to criminal justice issues, which was in one sense extraordinarily liberating. They could focus on critical questions of liberty, life, and death on a case-by-case basis with little distraction. Because they subordinated broader issues to the demands of an individual case, they permitted the larger policy debate to occur around them and without them. Their voices and unique perspectives on issues of crime and policy remained absent from public discussion.

The political climate of the late 1980s and 1990s only reinforced this response. Given the sort of anti-crime sentiment that has dominated political discourse and driven criminal justice policy-making, defenders have felt pushed into isolation. Whether or not they raised their voices in political discourse, they could expect to be vilified, particularly by victims' rights advocates. Defenders were routinely scapegoated for criminal justice failings and portrayed as part of the problem instead of as part of the solution. This zero tolerance of defense lawyers and their clients led to considerable funding hurdles in this period. Politicians reflexively used the latest crime as a platform for proclaiming the need for new draconian measures. Media horror stories about crime inundated the wire services and airwaves. Then, liberal politicians delivered a final blow. To attract a broader constituency, those who had once operated as the defenders' allies shifted to the right on crime, leaving defenders and their clients to suffer the effects.

So, defender isolation not only has deep roots but in many ways seems an understandable response to attacks by the
media and politicians. On an instrumental level, invisibility appeared to be a necessary precaution. On a more basic level - often unspoken outside of defender circles - defenders felt an allegiance to and affinity for their clients. Defenders and their clients circled the wagons [*171] and faced their attackers together. And, as in any battle, defenders understood the importance of not taking blows that one could avoid. This routinely translated into a decision not to fight larger battles in case victory might occur at the expense of an individual client. Thus, defenders eased into a reactive role, often saying as little as possible in public settings. Their comments were reserved for the courtroom.

But confining discussion to the individual case and individual courtroom has led to a surrendering of the debate about crime to those who can command media attention: law enforcement officials and political leaders who have built their careers on fighting crime. These actors have been free to play to cultural fears, often using sensational tactics as a way of pushing a retributive political agenda. In a culture in which mass media plays a central role in shaping public opinion and policy, refusing to play the media game comes at a high price. To the extent that the public perceives players as familiar actors in policy-making, they gain in legitimacy. The public expects to hear their positions and at least to consider their perspective on issues before adopting a view. As one might expect, a lack of recognition that comes from reduced public exposure can easily translate into a perceived lack of legitimacy which could undermine the work in which defenders engage. n72 While avoiding the limelight may have had some merit initially, the consistent failure to engage the broader criminal justice discussion has come back to haunt the defender. For defender offices themselves, silence in the face of attack has contributed to inadequate funding and case overload. n73 Given that defenders lack the support of a voting constituency - a principal source of leverage in the political arena - they have needed to align themselves with forces that can wield power in this environment. But consistently, defenders have chosen to make requests independently with little to offer in return and without real support in an environment that thrives on exchange relationships.

More importantly, defender silence may have hurt their clients. Revolutionary changes in the criminal law have taken place in the last decade. Defenders have seen firsthand the effects of shortsighted policy-making on their clients. Three-strikes and quality-of-life laws have played well in the media in part because a critical and knowledgeable voice in opposition has been raised infrequently and only after these laws have been implemented. Defenders' representation of clients has taught them the reality that lengthy sentences for less serious offenses do more harm than good. Defenders have witnessed the predictable cycle of under-funded mental health systems releasing individuals back into the community with inadequate treatment or support, only to have [*172] those individuals rearrested in the latest clean-up campaign. But without the benefit of defenders' experiences and insights, legislators and policy-makers who may have wanted to be fair have lacked the information they needed to develop just policies.

Still, choosing to take a more public role exposes the defender office to the reality that its views may not be welcomed by those in power. Even those without traditional forms of power - communities that are often treated as outsiders in the political system - may not necessarily share defenders' views on criminal justice issues or welcome their voices in the public debate. Defenders, consequently, need to think carefully about how they wish to engage in a more public role. As importantly, defenders must assess whether that public role can be grounded in collaborations with the communities from which their clients come.

3. Perceptions of Communities

Does common ground exist between defenders and their clients' communities? Defenders frequently (some would say reflexively) anticipate hostility in those communities. As a result, defenders, like others, draw lines of distinction. They tend to place tremendous stock in familiar categories such as victim and accused, seeing them as dichotomous groupings. The common instinct has been to see the communities from which their clients come in one-dimensional terms - as against the accused. Given the expectation of hostility, defenders as a whole remain unlikely to trust communities to share defenders' vision of what is just and fair.

Of course, the distrust runs both ways. Many residents of neighborhoods plagued by crime do perceive the work of defenders as releasing dangerous individuals back onto their streets. Since most defenders do not live in these neighborhoods, n74 their actions are considered all the more reckless and insensitive. What may once have been considered noble work within communities of color has now come to be regarded by some as dangerously misguided. n75 Indeed, some of the most vocal supporters of tough law enforcement have been residents of low-income communities of color. n76 Rather than being allies, they [*173] offer the political right the opportunity to justify retributive policies as applauded by and appreciated in the very communities in which these laws will be enforced. This leads defenders to withdraw from engagement with residents of these communities even though their clients come from those same
communities.

As importantly, many residents of low-income communities do not perceive a defender's role as extending beyond that of courtroom advocate. This is the role with which the public is familiar. Often, the sole contact that the public has with a defender is on the occasion when a court appoints a public defender to represent an individual in a pending court proceeding. In some instances, those interactions leave both clients and their families favorably impressed with the zeal with which defenders fight on behalf of their clients. n77 But in too many jurisdictions, clients and their families tend not to view the defender as an aggressive or especially effective voice in the courtroom. In a society that predicates value on cost, defenders will at times suffer from the perception that "you get what you pay for": the fact that the defender is free must mean that she cannot be that good. And, sadly, in some jurisdictions where defenders wrestle daily with case overload and lack sufficient time and training to perform their tasks as well as they would like, that public perception may have merit. Public distrust of defenders even in the performance of their traditional role may in those instances run deep.

But the depth of communities' distrust of defenders can be overstated. Community residents do not necessarily fall into an anti-crime camp or a pro-acquitted camp. These categories are often fluid, depending on the issue and the discussion. More than perhaps any other actor in the criminal justice system, defenders should recognize that walls of demarcation between themselves and the communities in which they operate - much like the lines between victim and accused - may be very permeable. Particularly since economically and racially subordinated communities tend to experience crime at higher rates and face a greater likelihood of detentions by the police, there may be opportunities to identify more common ground than might at first glance seem likely.

B. Thinking Beyond Convention

If defender offices and individual defenders are willing to think beyond convention, what might it mean to engage in a broader range of activities with any degree of expertise? While the individualized role would continue to figure centrally in the work of defenders, it would not necessarily remain the only [*174] conception of the practice. Yet perhaps the least talked about, least examined, and least understood dimension of the defender's role involves the forms of advocacy that can occur outside the context of the courtroom and the individual case. What does it mean to attempt to incorporate "community-oriented" activities into the representation of clients? What forms might these activities take? At a minimum, one might imagine that such activities would mean learning about the physical community where defenders' clients reside or the experiences and traditions of individuals living in communities at the margins. This in itself could constitute an important step in beginning to understand the problems that their clients face.

Still, a community orientation might take defenders further. Perhaps defenders could engage the political, social and economic forces that all too often facilitate clients' entry into and exit from the criminal justice system. Learning about the political economy operating in their clients' neighborhood might offer defenders new insights into their clients' behavior and the range of choices available to clients. Defenders might discover a wider array of individuals, groups, and organizations with whom they can collaborate in advancing their clients' goals. They might begin to rethink not just the problems that their clients encounter, but what strategies - both familiar and unfamiliar - lawyers might pursue. In exploring these possibilities, it would seem important to examine the degree to which the office design encourages, discourages or impedes efforts to incorporate these other dimensions into their practice. And as defenders push themselves beyond the borders of the familiar, an equally important ambition would be to evaluate systematically whether it makes any sense to engage in these sorts of activities.

1. The Task of Redefining the Defender's Mission

Given the considerable pull of the familiar and the inherent difficulty of breaking routines, the fact that a growing number of defender offices have chosen to embrace community-orientations is remarkable. Within these offices, rather than being perceived as a dilution of the duty to clients, working with communities is seen as central to defenders' work. n78 The ideology that motivates defenders to understand and unearth the circumstances that have propelled their clients into the criminal justice system seems similarly to push at least some defenders to work outside the confines of the individual case in addressing those contributing circumstances. These defenders have willingly chosen to become systematic and careful social observers. As self-taught anthropologists of sorts, they make certain to observe as much about their clients' communities as possible, in order to understand in some real depth their individual client's background. But in so doing, they have chosen to reach out, work with others [*175] and to confront head-on the task of formulating a role for themselves and their offices that may stretch them beyond the conventional.
Obviously, such a process of reconceptualization is one thing when beginning from scratch and quite another when considering how to change an existing office. Opening an office with a new perspective means that from the start defenders can confront the question of the office's identity, cultivate goals, and take on responsibilities that reflect those goals. The process still has inherent challenges, but these seem infinitely more manageable than the difficulties posed when working with an existing outfit. Thinking differently about practice entails asking staff to retool, often fundamentally. Individual defenders typically have grown comfortable with what they do. Even when they find their work frustrating, it at least remains familiar, perhaps even second-nature. Like everyone else, public defenders define their professional identity - their claims to knowledge, respect, and self-worth - in terms consonant with the status quo conception of their practice. So redefining how defenders frame and pursue their work can be enormously unsettling.

Still, what might be involved in redefining a mission? Defenders rarely engage in the practice of developing an overriding vision of what they do. They operate under a mandate to provide counsel to clients that is shaped largely by ethical and constitutional concepts. But in breathing life into these concepts, defenders have learned to define their work as client-centered and client-driven. Their definitions have not developed in a vacuum. Defenders have had to figure out how to respond to the demands of the criminal justice system, particularly how to handle overwhelmingly large numbers of indigent clients. They have learned to adapt themselves to whatever the system as a whole yields. But defenders have more affirmatively chosen to frame the problems they will address by being sensitive to the demands of the system and yet not entirely acquiescing in what others in the criminal justice system define as their role and their practice.

Being alert to other issues that affect their clients may begin to broaden possible remedies and widen the range of allies available to engage in the fight for a fair system. Liberated by such an outlook, defenders might find themselves asking quite different questions about the nature of their practice and the scope of their work. For example, curiosity about clients and their communities can sometimes stem from the simple desire to connect. But what begins as an interest in connecting may evolve into something considerably more profound. Defenders may encounter other problem-solvers - lay and professional - whose vision of their own "practices" (as parents, community activists, social workers, shopkeepers, or ministers) can inspire defenders to view their own roles in a new light. For the first time, they come to understand new ideas about possible strategies, possible collaborations, and possible ways of measuring the impact of their own efforts. Such inspiration may then, in turn, raise questions about how the office is organized and how it might be better designed to accommodate a newly conceived idea of public defender work.

Still, defenders themselves may put up the strongest resistance. Given the pull of customary practices and the demands inherent in them, defenders may be reluctant to add other responsibilities. Thus, asking the defender to consider expanding her role seems at best inconsistent with the other demands that we typically place on her. Moreover, those with whom, and for whom, defenders typically work may not welcome change. Other players in the criminal justice system (from clients to prosecutors to judges) and the public at large may have more than a little to say about just how easily public defenders can redefine their mandate and alter their practices and office. For at least four decades, the individualized vision of practice has at once guided defenders' activities and shaped public expectations. Given that history, the system itself has come to assume that the defender will perform a particular role within prescribed and generally understood parameters. To the extent that the public or the criminal justice system expresses concern about the defender's performance or role, those recommendations for improvement tend to indicate a need to make adjustments to perfect the traditional function rather than urging innovations that might change the nature of the role altogether. Making radical role alterations can threaten not only the defender's identity, but it potentially threatens the ways in which every actor in the system conducts business. In the face of such obstacles, it seems quite understandable that only a few offices have chosen to begin the process of retooling.

2. Working Collaboratively with Individuals and Communities

At a minimum, retooling would involve reconsidering the strategic choice to act as an isolated entity in the criminal justice system. But, defenders' commitment to independence may reflect a genuine fear of being co-opted in any collaborative enterprise. Too few actors in the criminal justice system actively work to protect and promote the interest of the accused. Defenders embrace - and ethical rules demand - a singular devotion to the client's goals as a means of protecting their clients against any dilution of zeal in representation. Choosing to consider other perspectives is seen as allowing other interests to trump client concerns, leading to an unacceptable result: abandonment of the client. Thus, in the face of such obstacles and concerns, it should not be at all surprising that public defenders, like the rest of us, may not be anxious to rethink what they do.
The choice to consider interests other than the client's and to consult with the community raises an enormous policy question. Defenders must consider to what extent community views can inform the defender's mission and responsibilities. For example, defenders worry that in a contest between the interests of a neighborhood and the needs of the accused, the neighborhood's concerns will always prevail. If a community-oriented defender office seeks input about the scope of its services from the neighborhood in which it will operate, won't community residents attempt to intrude on the types of services the office provides or, worse still, attempt to restrict the sorts of cases that the defender office will handle? Particularly if a neighborhood is experiencing problems with a particular type of crime, will residents be able to accept that the defender's role is to defend individuals accused of those precise crimes about which residents worry most? The concern is that in any effort to involve the community or to become more community-oriented, the community will gain control of the defender's work and in the process divert it from its mission to represent even the most despised members of a community.

But defenders need not presuppose that all involvement with communities will assume this form. Defenders may need to understand that community-oriented organizations can run the gamut between community-sensitive models (where organizations consult with communities and develop feedback mechanisms for discussion) and community-driven models (where the organization may choose to let the community dictate the precise methods and scope of its operations). It will be critical for the defender office interested in community interaction to have a clear understanding of the boundaries of community interaction. Rejecting community involvement out of fear that such interaction will inevitably lead the office to cede control to community residents seems an overreaction. After all, defenders have accepted and placed value on community participation in individual cases. Perhaps more than any other actors in the criminal justice system, defenders recognize the overlap between an individual's involvement in the justice system and the absence of sufficient social structures that can provide assistance and support. On those occasions when defenders can arrange for such backing, they often welcome and invite community input in individual cases. Defenders have found the assistance of church members and community outreach groups to be of enormous assistance when trying to persuade a court to consider an alternative to incarceration. Thus, defenders have experienced the reality that community interaction need not devolve into community control of the defense function. Community interaction can instead develop partnerships in furthering the needs of the accused, the safety of the community, and the mission of the office.

Of course, community involvement implicates more than the office mission. It may threaten the defender's very identity. Most lawyers have developed a level of expertise in the legal arena in which they operate. Shortly after beginning practice, they acquire skills on how to try a case and how to judge the worth of a case, and they develop a degree of comfort with the traditional components involved in litigation. For some, their role in defending clients becomes impossible to separate from their own personal and professional identities. It is to a considerable extent, the role that lawyers, like other professionals, adopt reflects their view of how capable they consider themselves in certain contexts. For better or worse, lawyers often believe that work that seems non-legal is beneath or beyond them. And perhaps still more believe that understanding their clients' lives and neighborhoods in any real depth must be someone else's responsibility - say a social worker or an investigator. So moving to include other perspectives may involve a fundamental reconsideration not only of what defenders do, but of who they are.

3. Political and Structural Implications of Community-Oriented Defense Strategies

The decision to expand the defender office's function or to re-orient its advocacy cannot be undertaken lightly. After all, the defender office, as a public institution, operates pursuant to a formal mandate. Although the parameters of indigent defense representation may seem broad, legislators and other funding agencies have quite effective ways of setting expectations and then holding public entities accountable. Budget allocations offer perhaps the most concrete evidence of what at least the funding authorities deem to be a defender office's purpose. They define and measure performance according to the defender office's ability to represent, often at low cost, a set number of cases during the fiscal year. Consequently, efficiency tends to take precedence over effectiveness in representation. This quantitative oversight of the defender's role means that defenders who are opting to make a substantive change in their role will need not only to identify the value of a community orientation but also be prepared to provide the various audiences with which they interact a plausible rationale for this effort.

This begins by establishing legitimacy and support for the new orientation. Public organizations are defined by mandates that typically involve addressing a particular problem. In this case the problem involves representing an indigent client facing a given criminal charge. Funding authorities do not eagerly embrace the idea that they should provide support even in the context of traditional defense work, as seen in massive underfunding of defender offices' core functions.
Making the case for expanding beyond the basics may prove particularly challenging, but the traditional singular focus may be at odds with the variable needs of the individual who faces that charge. The precise contours of the client's legal case may constitute but one small part of the many issues that the client will need to address, sometimes even before she can assist in her own defense. By setting categorical boundaries strictly aligned with the legal case, the defender office and the criminal justice system as a whole may miss the opportunity to manage the problem that brought the client to the attention of law enforcement officials.

Once the defender begins to explore a community orientation in individual cases, it becomes apparent that she must reach out and build ties with the people, activists, support groups, and service providers in her clients' communities. Creatively engaging those connections may move the defender toward developing a broader range of support. The more community members have the opportunity to see the defender as providing a service that has meaning for more than just the accused and that can make a difference in how they experience justice in their neighborhoods, the more likely those community members will entertain the notion that the defender office has value.

Who benefits from this community orientation? The defender's individual clients could benefit directly. To the extent that the defender office has established contacts in the community that might furnish support and services specifically geared toward the needs of the offender, such connections would have an obvious impact. Similarly, collaborative efforts on broader criminal justice issues affecting the community could extend benefits to clients and residents of those communities. For example, if the defender office chooses to collaborate in the development of a community oversight board for police misconduct, such involvement might offer residents a vehicle to maintain some level of control over police conduct and a legal channel through which to air concerns. When the defender office takes on projects with community partners, a broader spectrum of the community might come into contact with the defender office and might ultimately support its efforts.

Even if the defender office determines that it possesses not only the will but the capacity to engage in community work, political concerns may remain. Whenever a publicly-funded entity attempts to transform its mission, resistance is predictable. Operating outside or beyond a mandate may come with costs. Certain constituencies have expectations of defenders and defender offices that may affect the defender's choice to move into a new arena. If defenders are engaging in what appears to be extra-legal activities, these constituencies might object. But the task facing the defender office is to begin to develop relations with its broader constituency in small steps at first and then to build on those successes.

The next section explores how one defender office undertook this challenge and made the decision to push its boundaries toward a more community-oriented practice.

II. Community-Oriented Public Defense in Practice: A Case Study

A. Seattle Defender Association's Racial Disparity Project

In 1999, the Seattle Defender Association applied for and received a $146,000 grant from the U.S. Department of Justice to establish a Racial Disparity Project (RDP). With this seed money, the RDP set as its admittedly bold ambition the reduction of racial disparity and racial bias in the criminal justice system. To meet this objective, the RDP identified three strategies: client representation, training of defenders and other justice system professionals about ways to raise and address these issues, and public education. The project grew out of the Defender Association's view that defenders could play a role in shaping policy and in advocating for their clients in a broader political context by working closely with communities.

The work of the RDP differs from conventional public defender work in fundamental ways. The RDP has chosen to initiate activities around the issue of race in the criminal justice system rather than simply reacting to problems as they occur. This means specifically selecting cases that have racial implications, using those cases as opportunities to educate judges, the public and the office about the role of race in the system. RDP lawyers have not abandoned their commitment to individual representation. On the contrary, the RDP team's focus on issues of race has heightened their awareness of the racial dynamics involved in, for example, a police officer's decision to stop or detain an individual, and has influenced the team's advocacy on behalf of individual clients. But perhaps the most visible difference in approach has been the RDP team's concerted and organized effort to form and maintain alliances on criminal justice issues. Whether the team is developing partnerships with community groups representing the same constituency as the Defender Association or working to maintain open lines of communication with other players in the criminal justice system, the RDP team
embraces collaborative work to address racial disparity.

1. The Office's Activist Origins

The Defender Association's broader political orientation has deep roots in its past. The Defender Association began in 1969 as a small non-profit corporation founded by the federal Model Cities Program. Seattle had experienced much of the same social unrest that erupted throughout the country in the late 1960s. In the midst of this upheaval, the Model Cities program held weekly meetings for Seattle citizens focused on education, health and public safety. Many of those citizens interested in public safety sought to develop a plan for an independent public defender office patterned after the San Diego Federal Defender office. They then established that the office's principal mandate was to represent indigent clients. But they also insisted that the office commit itself to the practice of law reform by working both to remove procedural roadblocks to justice and to change practices that led to unfairness in the system.

One of the office's first legal acts marked its initial foray into the political arena. Early in 1970, a protest at the federal courthouse in Seattle ended with seventy-five arrests by the police. Not only did the new defender office receive more than enough clients, it used this opportunity to forge a coalition with other community activists. The Defender Association, along with representatives of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, the American Civil Liberties Union, and the Medical Committee for Human Rights, held a press conference in which these organizations criticized the conduct of the police, highlighting the instances of abuse. This mix of politics and law characterized the Defender Association's practice over the next few years as defenders set up offices on college campuses to gather information about and document instances of police abuse during political demonstrations. In this period, the office hired a full complement of staff and successfully represented individuals charged in the political and social unrest that continued to occur in the Seattle area in that decade.

The Defender Association's innovative practice throughout its thirty-four year history has earned the office a reputation for setting the standard for criminal defense. It established a pre-sentencing counseling unit staffed primarily by ex-offenders in 1972 that ultimately evolved into a professional social work and dispositional planning unit. The office pioneered a "holistic" approach to juvenile advocacy that treats the client as a whole person rather than as the personification of her charge. To that end, it collaborated with Columbia Legal Services and the Washington Defender Association to form TeamChild, an independent office that seeks to assist juveniles charged in Juvenile Court with their education and other non-criminal needs.

Individualized criminal defense necessarily took precedence over other political issues in the 1980s and early 1990s. Seattle defenders and their clients encountered a virtual revolution in criminal law. Clients faced charges growing out of new statutes; they could expect to receive longer penalties due to the onslaught of mandatory sentencing schemes such as three-strikes laws and "sexually violent predator" laws; and their adolescent clients faced increasing incidences of prosecution in adult court. Coinciding with these fundamental changes in the practice of criminal law - or perhaps in response to the media attention to crime that may have led to these initiatives - the public became more fearful of crime and less receptive to appeals for leniency. Jurors and judges mirrored this retributive response. Thus, gaining acquittals or otherwise favorable results for clients posed greater challenges during this period than in the office's previous history.

Still, the Defender Association embraced a broader mission. In representing individual clients, defenders recognized more than ever the importance of seeing their clients as whole human beings and conveying a complete picture to decision makers in the courtroom who might otherwise attempt to objectify them. This meant working with social work staff, families, and individuals in their clients' neighborhoods to compile information that might help a fact-finder empathize with their clients through a fuller understanding of their clients' circumstances and motivations. Even the office's external advocacy agenda focused on improving the quality of representation that could be provided to the individual accused. The Defender Association worked with courts, other defenders and legislators to advance the idea of workload standards for defenders both in Seattle and nationally.

The representation of an ever-growing number of clients offered defenders a unique perspective. They were positioned to understand the lives of their clients through the lens of their community. This perspective allowed them to bring a holistic approach to their work, understanding the social, economic, and political factors that contributed to their clients' circumstances. It also allowed them to challenge systemic issues that led to unfairness in the justice system.

The Defender Association's work has had a lasting impact on the legal landscape. Its innovative practice, commitment to representation, and advocacy for law reform have set the standard for public defense across the country. The office's legacy is a testament to the power of collaborative work and the importance of addressing racial disparity in the criminal justice system.
to identify issues that recurred over time. One issue that stared defenders in the face was the racial disparity involved in the decisions to arrest and prosecute. Staggering numbers of people of color faced charges in the criminal justice system. Like most defenders, the Seattle lawyers raised matters of race in the context of individual cases where appropriate. But the sheer volume of individuals needing representation overwhelmed the office, often leaving insufficient time to focus on attacking this problem in any systematic or sustained manner.

2. Framing the Problem

Still, the Defender Association's concern over the racial dynamics in the criminal justice system continued to mount. More often than not, clients facing criminal charges were people of color. But the individualized strategy, in which defenders raised race in the context of a given case, only allowed defenders to react to, rather than prevent, race-based stops and arrests of their clients. Even on those occasions when defenders managed to persuade a court to suppress evidence or to convince a prosecutor to dismiss charges in an individual case, these successes predictably failed to stem the tide of cases flowing into the system. The Defender Association recognized a need to do more and chose to act. In 1999, when the office sought and received a grant from the U.S. Department of Justice to develop a project aimed at uncovering and addressing racial disparity in the criminal justice system, it gained the resources to develop a systemic attack.

The problem was that the defenders were unsure where to begin. Framing the problem and constructing a strategy offered entirely new challenges. In an individual case, the strategies that defenders would adopt were well known. But the boundaries of the systemic problem that they were planning to address seemed less clear. And the depth and breadth of this problem seemed almost limitless. The defenders conceded that while they possessed some experience with issues of race in the context of the criminal justice system, they could not on their own establish priorities that would ensure their efforts had an impact on the intended constituency.

So they sought help. As a first step, they chose to consult with community organizations in Seattle. This choice in itself marked a radical departure from strategies that defenders typically employ. Instead of relying on their own judgment about the issues of greatest concern to the communities that they represented, they chose to inquire. The defenders did not reflexively assume that the community would express opposition to issues that the defender might choose to pursue. Rather, community residents were seen as critical partners in this venture because they had expertise that the defenders lacked. Because these community residents experienced the impact of criminal justice policies, they could offer insights about priorities. Of course, not only might communities' evaluation of issues differ from those of defenders, but defenders were not confident that criminal justice issues would rise to the top of communities' own list of priorities. Concerns about the operation of the criminal justice system may have been less pressing than, for example, economic issues confronting the residents of Seattle's low-income neighborhoods. Interestingly, the Defender Association discovered that residents in certain low-income communities perceived real links between economic issues and criminal justice concerns.

The Central Area Motivation Program (CAMP) offered the defenders their starting place. CAMP, a Seattle social service organization, had conducted a survey of its constituents regarding major barriers to success in obtaining and retaining jobs. The first two issues mentioned were expected: a lack of housing and day-care for children. But the survey identified a third impediment that incorporated a criminal justice issue: lack of driver's license privileges. Washington State law mandates the suspension of a person's license if she fails to pay the fines assessed for traffic violations. Anyone who subsequently drives can be charged with a misdemeanor offense: Driving While License Suspended (DWLS) in the third degree.

The issues of racial and economic disparity were stark. The defenders discovered that enforcement of this particular law had a disparate impact on low-income communities of color. Although African Americans represented approximately 9% of the city's drivers, African American drivers received 16.8% of traffic citations in 1999. Twenty percent of those cases involved driving with a suspended license. The disproportionately high numbers of people of color who were stopped for traffic violations raised the specter of racial profiling. Economic survival coupled with the geographic location of employment opportunities seemed to be creating a vicious circle. Once ticketed for traffic violations, many individuals could not afford to pay the substantial fees. The only hope these individuals had of acquiring sufficient funds to pay fines was to continue to go to work. The heart of the problem was that they needed to use their cars to get to and from work. So, these individuals typically drove cars even though their licenses had been suspended. Because drivers of color were more likely stopped by the police, they were also more likely to be found driving with a suspended license.

Yet another racial impact became apparent. In Seattle, the handling of DWLS cases differed depending on which
police agency performed the arrest. An arrest by the city police would be channeled through Seattle Municipal Court. The county sheriff's office processed its arrests through King County District Court. The principal difference between the ways that the city and county addressed the DWLS offense involved impoundment of vehicles. In 1998, the Seattle City Council had adopted a rule that the King County Council had rejected. That rule authorized city police officials to impound a vehicle driven by a person charged with DWLS for a period from fifteen to ninety days. n101 The owner of the car, even if she had not been driving, could not redeem the car until the conclusion of the impoundment period. At that time, the city assessed an administrative fee, the cost of removal, towing, and storage in addition to the fines for the underlying traffic offenses. The owner could only recover the car once those costs were paid and upon proof that the owner had a valid driver's license. n102 African Americans drove 39.5% of the vehicles impounded under Operation Impound in 1999. n103 Statistics revealed that black drivers were six times as likely as white drivers to have their cars impounded. n104

The Defender Association had found its starting point. The director of the office assembled a team of three defenders who would constitute the Racial Disparity Project (RDP). Leo Hamaji, the Defender Training Coordinator with seventeen years of public defense experience, would devote 20% of his time to the RDP. Lisa Daugaard, who had spent three years working in the Defender Association, brought community experience to the equation. Before joining the Defender Association, she had served as the director of the Urban Justice Center in New York and the legal director for the Coalition for the Homeless. The third lawyer on the team was Song Richardson, who had previously worked with the NAACP Legal Defense Fund and the New York Legal Aid Society. Both Daugaard and Richardson spent 40% of their time on the project. Finally, Director Robert Boruchowitz, with twenty-six years of defender experience, served as the team leader. Together, the team's time commitment to the project amounted to that of one full-time employee.

[*186] This division of labor served two critical purposes. First, although Boruchowitz had proposed in his grant application - and had received funds for - only one full-time employee, he soon began to reconsider that choice. The person assigned to the project would need to draw on specialized skills to perform the wide-ranging and varied tasks that he envisioned for the RDP. This led Boruchowitz to conclude that utilizing several individuals might prove more effective than expecting a single individual to have such a broad array of skills.

The second purpose is perhaps more apparent. Allowing three defenders to collaborate reduced the burden on any single lawyer to develop the RDP. The team approach ensured against isolation and encouraged a cross-pollination of ideas among the team members. Using teams was not new to the Defender Association. It had developed this approach to handle serious cases such as when individuals faced the possibility of the death penalty or a conviction under "three strikes" laws. The decision to employ the team model reflected the view that racial disparity was no less serious and no less complex. And this approach reinforced what these team members already knew: the importance of building on each other's expertise and taking care not to assume that they knew everything or had anything approaching all of the answers. They embraced and modeled the value of collaboration.

3. Differently Configured Vision of Practice

The team initially used familiar strategies and approaches. The RDP team chose to represent individuals in DWLS proceedings in court. But the implementation of these choices soon illuminated a broader vision of practice. Despite the often devastating impact of DWLS charges, individuals who faced the impoundment of their cars had no right to counsel. Still, the RDP team observed that on those rare occasions when an individual could afford representation, she could successfully challenge and, in the end, reduce the fines to be paid. So the RDP team began by providing free counsel to a select number of clients who had chosen to appeal the impoundments of their vehicles. The team met with remarkable success in the impoundment cases they handled, often persuasively raising issues of race and racial profiling with respect to the initial stops of their clients. n105 But this form of assistance, while important, particularly to the clients who otherwise would not have had representation, seemed inadequate to the task. The already stretched resources of the Defender Association only permitted RDP to handle a small number of cases on behalf of people whose cars had been impounded. n106

[*187] The key effect of the impoundment law continued to loom: thousands of people were suffering under its disproportionate impact. To address this concern, the RDP team implemented two strategies. The first related to their decision about which cases to take on. Rather than taking the first case to come forward, n107 RDP consciously chose to link their representation with the team's broader goals. In selecting clients, they picked cases in which the client would likely choose to become actively involved in fighting the issue and working to organize other residents of the community...
who had been caught in the DWLS net. Particularly when they won - but interestingly, even when they did not - these clients worked to help others appreciate the significance of this issue.

The second mechanism that RDP employed to reach larger numbers of affected individuals involved self-help training. The court had the authority to allow re-licensing by establishing a payment plan for unpaid tickets, but only implemented such plans when lawyers advocated for them. So the Defender Association, in collaboration with CAMP, offered clinics designed to inform individuals about the processes available to regain their licenses. Hundreds of interested residents attended the clinics. Lisa Daugaard wrote a twelve-page re-licensing manual for CAMP that outlined the process and prepared individuals for the common types of arguments they could make and expect to hear. CAMP and the Defender Association originally planned to distribute these self-help kits as guides through the court process.

This choice of tactics in itself proved innovative. The Defender Association lawyers recognized that they could tap the advocacy talents of community residents. The team appreciated that lawyering at its core involves persuasion and that the individuals who were now facing an unfamiliar forum certainly had learned to use persuasive power in their daily interactions. But this did not mean that these individuals could immediately navigate their way through a court hearing. They needed the tools of information and rules of the game that the lawyers possessed and could provide. But once armed with that information, these individuals could fight battles on their own behalf.

But these plans were soon interrupted. Once the Seattle Municipal Court learned of the plan, the judges both worried about the potential increase in their caseloads and suspected that the development of the clinics was a tool to put pressure on the court. So the court summoned Defender Association representatives to meet with judges and the City Attorney to discuss the clinics. This led to an unprecedented negotiation. The Defender Association eased the court’s fears about its motivations and was able to proceed with a re-licensing program at CAMP with the court’s blessing. The Defender Association helped to secure $300,000 from the City Council to fund what became known as the Revenue Recovery Program in the municipal court. The funds covered the cost of helping people chart their way through this process and enabled them to take advantage of time payment arrangements. The City Council budget also paid for a re-licensing coordinator. On the third Tuesday of each month, CAMP held re-licensing meetings conducted by the re-licensing coordinator. Anyone who proceeded through CAMP’s re-licensing program would have her case taken out of the collections process and would thereby reduce the amount of fees that she would need to pay.

Building on this success, RDP aimed to cross traditional adversarial lines. It proposed a partnership with the King County Prosecutor’s office to develop alternatives to both prosecution and punishment for DWLS offenses. What emerged from this collaboration was the King County Re-licensing Project, a more comprehensive diversion program. The program permits anyone with a DWLS charge to participate, except those who have prior convictions for driving while intoxicated or other serious driving offenses. The prosecutor’s office agrees to dismiss an individual’s DWLS charge if the accused sets up and maintains a payment schedule for paying the underlying fine. At the individual’s first appearance in court, the judge explains the terms of the program. If an individual chooses to participate, she must waive her right to a speedy trial for one year and agree to meet a schedule that requires a monthly payment of a minimum of 10% of the total amount owed. In return, the court withdraws the fines from the collections process and has the authority either to reduce the fines or to convert some of the fines to community service. Once the person begins making payments, the court lifts the suspension on her license. Upon completion of the payment schedule, the court dismisses the charge. If successful, this program will divert thousands of people from prosecution and possible jail sentences.

But more remained to be accomplished. Although these strategies reached greater numbers of affected individuals, the RDP team often conceived of the problem in somewhat conventional terms. The team was acquiescing in the state’s framing of the issue as a legal problem that required a resolution in court. But realizing this, RDP lawyers had already begun to imagine the problem from other angles. The alternative approaches to this issue at the city council level revealed a political problem. The far-reaching impact on community residents presented a social and economic problem. And when framed in this way, the racial disparity problem posed by DWLS seemed to call for different allies, different strategies, and different tools.

B. Implementing Community-Oriented Defense Strategies

The Defender Association had always recognized the importance of legislative advocacy. In 1998, when the Seattle City Council had adopted the impoundment ordinance, the Defender Association had not yet implemented its Racial Disparity
Project. Still, the Defender Association's director saw tremendous problems with the proposed ordinance. He sent a letter to the council detailing his concerns, including the potential racial and economic impact of such a rule. Though the Council did not vote the ordinance down, it did make an important concession: it directed Seattle police to maintain data on the race of drivers whose cars were seized and impounded and to issue a quarterly report with those figures. This in itself constituted a success.

But in 2000, RDP had more ambitious plans. They participated in a campaign to repeal the ordinance. Building on relationships they had developed through the course of representation and work with CAMP, the defenders set out to create a political environment in which policy-makers were more aware of the devastating impact of the ordinance and more inclined to be open to arguments for repeal. RDP knew that they needed to help orchestrate a media campaign. They needed to highlight the common, but perhaps unintended, consequences of impoundment. Having been exposed to individuals affected by the impoundment law, RDP set about identifying those individuals who might exemplify the real problems caused by this law. Their consistency and hard work on this issue helped residents trust that RDP would be a good political partner in this strategy.

1. Working Collaboratively with Individuals and the Community

Putting a public face on the problem was essential. The face that they found would not have been available to them but for the trust they had engendered. An African American grandmother, who in her seventy-four years had never received a traffic infraction nor had any involvement with the justice system, had her car impounded. She had allowed her granddaughter to use her car one day. The grandmother had no way of knowing that her granddaughter's license had been suspended; nor would it have occurred to her to cross-examine her granddaughter about this possibility before letting her borrow the car. Shortly after the granddaughter had borrowed the car, she was stopped by the police for a traffic violation. A routine check revealed that she was driving with a suspended license. Despite her protests that the car was not hers, the police officers seized and impounded the car, which they could lawfully do under the terms of the ordinance. RDP successfully fought the impoundment of the car and arranged for the return of the car.

[*190] An elderly activist was born; this grandmother's case graphically demonstrated that the ordinance's reach extended too far. Although she objected at first to the idea of appearing on television with her old car, she ultimately decided that the larger issue should win out over her personal concerns. She made it clear that this ordinance harmed individuals who were otherwise law-abiding citizens. Her story, along with others detailing similar effects, began to gain greater coverage by the local media. Indeed, RDP met with editors of the local newspapers and managed to place opinion pieces by RDP and one City Council member in the major local newspapers. These newspapers also covered the DWLS issue as news stories. The press coverage permitted RDP to reach an even broader audience within the Seattle community.

The City Council entertained a vote to repeal the impoundment ordinance in June 2000. RDP had organized community residents to testify at the hearings and to meet with individual council members. Rather than viewing themselves as directors of this effort and taking a leadership role, the RDP team played a facilitative role. They assisted and coordinated the legislative effort so that affected residents could speak for themselves and could stand in the forefront. RDP advised residents on strategies and encouraged their efforts to mobilize untapped groups within communities. Despite their efforts, the City Council voted against repeal of the ordinance, but only by a five-to-four margin. This vote revealed a remarkable shift from the initial vote for the ordinance two years earlier when it had passed by an eight-to-one margin.

RDP and community residents did not see this as a loss. Instead, it spurred them on to further efforts. Shortly after the vote, Lisa Daugaard testified before the council's public safety committee in support of a proposal that the city provide public defender representation to drivers who elect to appeal their impoundments to the municipal court.

RDP did not limit its political campaign to the impoundment issue. The team recognized that racial profiling exacerbated many of the racial problems inherent in the criminal justice system. Anecdotal evidence suggested that the practice was rampant in Seattle. But like most activists engaged in attacking the [*191] practice of racial profiling, the RDP team understood that anecdotes would not suffice. They needed to gain a clearer understanding of the numbers involved. So, together with CAMP, they mounted a media and legislative campaign directed at city and state officials to mandate data collection on the race of all drivers stopped by law enforcement officers. They engaged in discussions with the Seattle police department and testified before the legislature in favor of data collection. Beginning in March 2000, they began to see results. The Washington State Legislature became one of the first legislative bodies to enact a law...
requiring the state patrol to record and report on the race of all drivers stopped by its officers. n115 Then, five months later, the newly-elected police chief for Seattle announced that the police department would voluntarily collect racial data in the course of all traffic stops to determine whether Seattle was engaging in racial profiling. n116

The alliances that RDP formed have led to other collaborative efforts. For example, RDP played an instrumental role in the development of a grassroots committee, Drive to Survive, in response to the impoundment law. Drive to Survive grew out of community-organizing meetings held by RDP, CAMP, the Northwest Labor and Employment Office, and a member of the County Council. The program is run by a Seattle resident, not by RDP. It lobbies local legislators on issues related to impoundment, engages in public outreach, and works to mobilize community residents in opposition to the impoundment law.

Efforts to make known the racial impact of the impoundment law raised the Defender Association's visibility. As a result, local community organizations began to refer cases involving racial issues to the RDP team. One program's referral resulted in a new but related direction for the RDP team. Youth at Risk sent the case of an Asian adolescent who had been rousted by the gang unit of the Seattle Police Department and subsequently charged with obstruction of justice. RDP ultimately won a dismissal of the case, but that did not end their involvement. Leo Hamaji, the senior staff lawyer on RDP, developed a relationship with a group of about ten Asian teenagers to discuss their experiences with local police authorities. Largely as a result of these ongoing discussions and at the urging of RDP, the ten teenagers testified about the activities of the gang unit. Since that testimony, the gang unit has been less active.

The community work of RDP has enhanced its representation of individual clients. For example, Song Richardson defended an African American man pulled over by a sheriff's deputy for a traffic violation and then ultimately charged with possession of crack when a small quantity was discovered in his car. Richardson filed a discovery motion requesting access to the deputy's disciplinary records and the training materials of the sheriff's department. Similar motions had been filed and denied in other cases brought by the Defender Association. What differed in this instance was Richardson's ability to support the request with several affidavits from community residents. This time the court granted the discovery motion. The sheriff's department's training documents revealed that the deputy had not only been taught to use pretextual stops, but that his supervisors praised him for making stops of "dirtbag types." n117 Because of the relationships that the RDP team had developed with the community, they were in a better position to advance the interests of their individual clients.

2. Impact on Community's Perceptions of Defenders

RDP has worked hard to develop and maintain relations with communities of color in Seattle. Rather than accepting that the community and the defender office should operate on separate tracks, RDP actively sought to discover common ground that might permit collaboration on issues of mutual interest. The team did not perceive its role as making a decision and then seeking allies. It chose instead to listen to community concerns and to determine if the team could respond to, or provide assistance on, those issues in a meaningful way. In looking at the partnerships that began in 1998 and continue today, it becomes clear that RDP has engendered a level of trust within the communities it serves. Building on that trust, the communities and RDP have successfully mounted campaigns to reform laws and rules that could reap substantial benefits for low-income communities. On the level of the individual case, this community interaction has helped to improve the quality of the Defender Association's representation.

Representatives of the community groups with whom RDP has forged relationships express the highest praise for the work of the team. During the course of its evaluation of the RDP program, a team of evaluators met with members of CAMP and Drive to Survive. n118 A founding member of Drive to Survive admitted that she had always viewed lawyers with some degree of skepticism: as she saw it, lawyers always put themselves in the spotlight and wavered in their commitment to communities. RDP changed her view of lawyers. She reported that she can tell residents of her community that while every public defender office is not the same, "we have a jewel, because they really want to do what is right by the community…. We can trust this public defender office." n119

[*193] The Executive Director of CAMP echoed these views. Before RDP's inception, CAMP's contact with the Defender Association had been limited. But since the RDP team had begun to work with the community to identify and alleviate the problems associated with racial disparity, their relationship had flourished. The Executive Director of CAMP noted his appreciation of the way that RDP operates as a team. He observed that they work together to develop strategies and approaches, and that this method of doing business carries over into their working relationship with community residents. RDP demonstrated its respect for the talents of residents by soliciting and listening to their ideas and by playing
a facilitative role enabling residents to gain access to decision-makers. He remarked that they possessed a genuine grassroots orientation and that he had not seen this level of activism in a long time. n120

As with the residential community in Seattle, RDP has begun to alter its working relationships with actors in the criminal justice community. Instead of being left out of the dialogue, the defenders have come to be seen as important players with the ability to mobilize residents in support of their positions. The King County Prosecutor considers his office's working relationship with RDP beneficial to all parties involved. The prosecutor's office viewed its work on the development of the re-licensing diversion program as advantageous because it met an efficiency objective: in a world in which criminal justice resources remain static or dwindle, innovative cost-savings approaches become all the more important. The initial collaboration led the County Prosecutor to work with the Defender Association on the development of drug courts and domestic violence courts that would satisfy defense concerns. Of course, the non-adversarial relationship on policy matters did not mean that in individual cases either side would see their roles differently. But outside of the traditional setting, they perceived tremendous promise in their working relationships.

Thus, by developing partnerships with community groups and moving beyond familiar but limiting traditional roles with prosecutors, the Defender Association has begun to change the public's perception of the scope of the defender's role and the potential for discovering common ground and common objectives.

3. Political Considerations and Side Effects

As the Defender Association embarked on this path, it needed to pay particular attention to the political implications of its choice to become more active and more visible. Interestingly, its first project involved a low-level crime about which the defenders could reasonably anticipate little if any political or public outcry. n121 Concentrating on an offense that does not tap fears about threats to [*194] safety made sense from a public relations standpoint. The community residents had identified it as an issue about which they cared, and this helped stave off any criticism that the defenders were imposing their views. From a legal perspective, neither the courts nor the prosecutors' offices had reason to resist reform efforts. DWLS cases clogged the system: they accounted for thousands of filings annually and constituted about 35 to 40% of all criminal case filings in King County District Court. The court and prosecutors eagerly accepted any proposal that might ease that docket. Thus, the choice itself made sense given the constituencies involved.

The work of the RDP team also generated good will. The residents of various low-income communities in Seattle witnessed time and again the team's dedication to this issue and the team's commitment to collaboration. Their successes encouraged groups within these communities to believe in their own ability to work for and achieve positive changes in the criminal justice system.

The resulting good will has had practical benefits for the defender office. Regardless of their success, defender offices must still justify their time and expenses to funding authorities. The funding for the Racial Disparity Project had come from a federal grant, but the office could have faced problems from its principal funding authorities if they perceived that defenders were engaging in work that took them away from their principal mission. Because the defenders were now moving beyond expectations, it was not hard to imagine that they might continue along this path. Interestingly, community residents made a point of attending the defender office's budget hearings and specifically testified on its behalf. These constituents had come to recognize that the defender office has an important role to play in ensuring fairness in the justice system, and they made clear that they expected funding to continue.

III. Organizational Concerns

A. Internal Dynamics

The task of selling a new vision internally and externally is no small matter. Demonstrating that community-oriented defense strategies supplement rather than supplant the individualized vision of practice is important in helping the variety of audiences with which the defender office interacts appreciate the importance of community-oriented advocacy. As importantly, thinking about the design of public defender offices will help defenders explore how they might better respond to the demands of clients and their communities.

Current organizational design of public defender offices may reflect more of a reaction than a choice. From their inception, defender offices have faced the prospect of needing to respond to the demands of the criminal justice system. Consequently, the organizational structures adopted by defender offices were intended to assist them in handling the legal proceedings for large numbers of [*195] indigent clients. Such divisions typically took the form of specialized
units that handled particular types of proceedings – trial divisions, appellate bureaus, juvenile branches. These divisions reflected the office’s desire to provide focused attention to the diverse matters facing a client. But perhaps as an unexpected consequence, the organizational structure over time has defined and shaped the way that individual defenders conceive their role.

Today, the demands on the defender office have only increased. The growing number of cases, coupled with greater complexity presented in those cases, has meant that defenders have had to adapt themselves and their organizations to the ever-changing needs of both clients and the criminal justice system. This has typically occurred within the organizational boundaries that have existed for the past forty years. But imagine what might look different if public defenders chose to design their organizations more affirmatively. What if they thought about their workplace without entirely acquiescing in what others in the criminal justice system define as the role and practice of a defender?

Adopting such an outlook might lead defenders to ask new sorts of questions and consult new sorts of people. For example, curiosity about clients and their communities can sometimes stem from the simple desire to connect. But what might begin as an interest in connecting could then evolve into something considerably more profound. Defenders might encounter other problem-solvers – lay and professional – whose vision of their own “practices” (as parents, community activists, social workers, shopkeepers, ministers, etc.) could inspire defenders to see their own roles in a new light. For the first time, defenders might come to understand new ideas about possible strategies, possible collaborations, and possible ways of measuring the impact of their own efforts. Such inspiration could, in turn, raise questions about how the office is organized and how it might be better designed to serve a newly-conceived idea of public defender work.

At its roots, community-oriented defense must stem from a belief that the community from which defenders’ clients come is at once a valuable resource and an ally in the effort to improve the justice system. Too often, low-income communities and communities of color are defined by their deficiencies. They seem to lack stability, good schools, safe streets. Changing the lens through which defenders see communities might allow them to perceive these communities in less pathological terms than do others outside those communities. Most defenders have come to recognize their own clients as individuals with a range of talent and knowledge who can be important partners in the defense of a case. Indeed, defenders tend to accept the premise that assets and allies can come in unexpected packages; extending this view to communities would be indispensable. But convincing defenders to move beyond their own preconceptions of the larger community may nonetheless prove difficult.

A critical first step in convincing defenders of the need to change their orientation may be to begin by focusing on ways that community ties can [*196] improve outcomes for their clients. Contacts with residents in a client’s neighborhood can increase the likelihood of mounting a viable defense. Knowing people in a given neighborhood can facilitate investigation of a case, and can help the defender develop facts and identify witnesses who might provide jurors with a different or more complete understanding of what transpired in a given case. Forging relationships with service providers or employers can assist in securing favorable dispositions for clients and maintaining support networks to prevent recidivism. If defender clients are homeless, allies might include local housing authorities. If clients face mental health issues, psychologists, psychiatrists, and other mental health experts might provide community-based services. Not only might these allies share concerns about the populations with whom the defenders work, but they may share defenders’ disdain for the criminal justice system’s heavy reliance on retributive measures rather than rehabilitative methods that may be cost effective and increase community safety.

1. Building on Community Ties Within the Defender Office

Some defenders already have developed their own community connections. n122 These contacts may arise from relationships cultivated outside of the workplace that may have little or no relationship to public defense. Like most people, individual defenders may have religious affiliations, may engage in volunteer work, or may participate in a child’s school or sports activities. As an initial step toward developing relations with communities, the defender office may want to take stock of those connections. Once the defender office has catalogued already existing ties, it can begin to identify issues of concern that it shares with those entities. For example, if the office intends to take a public stand opposing proposed death penalty legislation, it will have access to a list of religious leaders in the area who may be willing to join the effort. If the police department engages in a campaign to arrest homeless individuals as part of a “quality-of-life” initiative, the office might seek support from individuals who work at the shelter where a defender volunteers once a month.

As defenders draw on their own connections, they should begin to consider what they bring to these community
relationships. The defenders' legal expertise seems an obvious asset that they can contribute. For example, defenders can offer "know-your-rights" courses that attempt to deconstruct complex legal issues for the average citizen and provide an important service to citizens who might not otherwise have ready access to such information. Some defenders might elect to extend their efforts further. The Miami Dade County Public Defender undertook an anti-violence initiative that makes defenders available to schools and community organizations to discuss ways to resolve disputes short of violence and to avoid involvement in the criminal justice [*197] system. n123 Defenders can be seen as contributing a service to the communities with which they engage and in which they operate.

Perhaps the community defender's greatest contribution would be to make itself available to listen to community concerns. More often than not, community voices are ignored in policy debates, even when those policies will directly affect that community. Defenders have an opportunity to step into the breach and to make an effort to improve communication with communities that have specific concerns about the criminal justice system, the defender office, or larger issues of policy. Overcoming the almost natural skepticism that communities may harbor can be daunting. Defenders will need to earn the trust and respect of communities, but listening and being willing to address the community's concerns will likely move the defender office toward more meaningful relations with community residents.

The defender office's community involvement does not only extend to the work of lawyers. It should also include other members of the office's staff. In many ways, the non-legal staff members of the defender office are the face of the practice. Too often, though, the critical role they play is either ignored or taken for granted. n124 Receptionists and assistants field calls from clients and families. Investigators locate and interview a wide array of witnesses. In a growing number of offices, social workers or sentencing advocates work closely with clients and their families, evaluating clients and directing them to particularized services. As a practical matter, involving all staff makes community-oriented advocacy much more likely to succeed. Rather than expecting a limited number of individuals within the organization to shoulder outreach responsibilities, the defender office can spread the task around. This increases the likelihood that community outreach will occur and will be consistent. By tapping into passions that staff members already have, the defender office increases the odds that its staff will remain motivated and involved in a community effort.

2. Incorporating the Team Approach

Asking defenders who are already overworked to incorporate community work into their practice may seem too demanding. Providing comprehensive representation to an individual client can overwhelm the most committed lawyers. Given the prevalence of three-strikes legislation, many of the cases that defenders handle involve potential life sentences. These draconian sentencing consequences make preparation for mounting a defense all the more critical. The task of developing such a defense becomes even more complicated if the accused is detained pending trial because she is effectively unable to assist the defender in her defense. She cannot help to locate witnesses as she might if [*198] released. Add to that complexity the likelihood that the bulk of clients whom the defender represents will have mental health problems, and the task of defending the case alone is crushing.

To address these realities, some defender offices have chosen to incorporate a team approach to representation. At first, only smaller experimental offices utilized this approach. n125 The choice to design an office that challenged conventional views of representation led some community-based offices like the Neighborhood Defender Service of Harlem (NDS) to adopt team representation in individual cases. n126 The team concept evolved out of a desire to provide comprehensive services to an individual client. NDS, for example, utilized teams that consisted of lawyers, investigators, and community workers to work with each client from a variety of angles. The team shared files and strategies in an effort to address all of the client's needs. But as importantly, sharing of responsibilities enabled the team to produce high-quality work without overwhelming any single member of the team.

As this model enjoys more widespread use in traditional defender offices for the representation of clients, new possibilities arise for those offices hoping to develop a community-orientation. Not every defender will possess or develop the skills to engage effectively with the community. Many of the traits that help to increase a lawyer's success in a trial setting – identifying and targeting flaws in an opponent's arguments, using confrontational tactics to expose those weaknesses – tend to be diametrically opposed to the characteristics that enhance community interaction. Dedicating training resources to the development of these skills would be an important component in a defender office's strategy to transform the office's orientation. But even following such training, some staff may be better suited to engage in this work than others. The team model would enable the defender office to recognize those unique strengths in its staff and to utilize their skills most effectively. Placing individuals with complimentary skills on teams together could enable the office to
provide comprehensive individual attention to its clients and engage in strategies that move the office into its community.

The Racial Disparity Project in Seattle offered one possible example of the benefits of a team approach. By assigning three staff lawyers to the project at roughly one third of their time, the defender office capitalized on the thinking of three of its lawyers in addressing community issues, but for budget purposes assigned only one position to the community aspect of the work. Since RDP's inception, the defender office has continued to explore ways to extend this model throughout the office. One possibility that the office is considering involves [*199] arranging to have racial disparity units in each of the office's divisions. The unit would involve three lawyers from each division who would address racial issues unique to their division. The community involvement would be limited to members of that team, but lawyers would rotate through that team to expose them to this work.

Rotation of defenders through the team does raise questions about whose interests such a system might serve. The need to maintain some measure of consistency with community partners with whom the team has developed relations would seem to militate against short rotations. Given this concern, the team might choose to keep certain members constant and to allow only one position to rotate. But the overall ambition of the rotation system would be twofold. First, it would enable a broader array of lawyers - with presumably an equally broad array of talents - to engage in these activities and to bring their ideas to bear on common problems. Secondly, by creating an ever-expanding cadre of community-sensitive defenders, the office would increase the number of lawyers whom community residents might contact even if those lawyers did not happen to be assigned to the team at that moment.

B. Questions of Accountability

Any expansion of the defender's work should raise questions about the impact on the office's core function: providing legal representation to individuals who are accused of a crime. In any effort to focus on broader issues, there is a real danger of losing sight of the defender's paramount task. Providing high-quality representation to the client, understanding her goals and working with her to resolve the case favorably remain critical defense functions. But if community work adds an important dimension to that practice, defender offices will need to remain alert to methods for holding themselves accountable to the clients whom they seek to serve.

This is no small task. Defenders, like most professionals, rarely engage in the sort of self-conscious evaluation of objectives and outcomes that might be necessary to determine whether they are indeed achieving the goals they have set. But if they hope to provide a certain level of representation and guard against dilution of that mission, then defender offices will need to think hard about who should hold them accountable and the measures for doing so.

1. Continual Reexamination of Office Focus

To facilitate a community orientation and to ensure its success, the defender office will need to engage in a regular process of reflection on the actions it has taken. Defenders could hold regular meetings with staff to discuss and assess outreach efforts. Such an assessment might mean holding meetings with current and former clients to determine whether these community efforts have impeded or enhanced the office's work on individual cases. Facilitating regular conversations between the office and the community organizations with whom the [*200] office interacts is essential. Regular dialogue - perhaps at monthly lunch meetings - might enable the defender office to monitor its progress and to address concerns raised by community partners.

The central purpose of such meetings would be to provide feedback and data that might help the defender office understand the impact of this orientation. If, in the course of such discussions, it becomes apparent that defenders are surrendering zealous advocacy by becoming more involved in the community, then the defender office would need to adjust its activities to remain true to its principal mission. A key component in engaging in this expanded range of activities would be to remain mindful that community involvement may have limits. The defender's office would quickly lose internal support if it were to take positions on policy that seemed inconsistent with the needs of its clients. It might also lose necessary external support if it raises expectations that it would engage in certain community activities and then only performed those activities haphazardly. Monitoring the office's work and readjusting its focus would help to guard against slippage.

2. Changing External Perceptions of the Defender's Job

Central to any effort to engage in activities that fall outside the defender's recognized mandate is engaging in concerted
public education about the nature of the defense function. Unless defenders take it upon themselves carefully to articulate this expanded view of their role, they will encounter resistance that may well impede any effort they may make to change their orientation and to provide more comprehensive service. Mounting a campaign to utilize every available opportunity to educate the public about the role of public defense in securing justice and maintaining fairness for individuals and communities will assist the defender office in steering its activities in a somewhat different direction.

Defenders will need to overcome a general reluctance to articulate that which they do. Too often, defenders have chosen to say as little as possible about their role for fear of retribution in the form of budget cuts or unfavorable publicity. But in any effort to move an institution, the groundwork must first be laid to prepare others for the change. This education can mean the difference between resistance and success.

Conclusion

Choosing to carve out a community-oriented role for defenders is fraught with challenge and risk. Reorienting any institution, let alone one that has operated in a particular way for more than forty years, can seem too overwhelming a challenge to tackle. But despite the risks, a growing number of defender offices are embracing this task and making strides toward changing the public defense landscape. More remains to be done in examining their efforts and evaluating their success. At a minimum, defenders seem to recognize that in conjunction with their clients and their clients’ communities, they may have tapped a new-found power: the power to define justice priorities, to evaluate criminal justice policies, and to create a system that includes the voices of those individuals and communities that have historically been excluded from decision making. In this partnership, defenders may find a new role for themselves and their offices that compliments and expands their traditional function as they work to construct a more inclusive vision of justice for all.
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